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Technical parameters
 ▪ External size (LxW): 2115x980 mm

 ▪ Mattress platform: 1925x820 mm

 ▪ Safe working load: 200 kg

 ▪ Height adjustment: 490mm

 ▪ Back-rest adjustment: 0-75° (±10°)

 ▪ Knee-rest adjustment: 0-40° (±10°)

RAL 210 710 30

RAL 3015

Red oak

RAL 5023

Pale oak

RAL 6019

White oak

Optional color (MOQ100pcs- color changing)

Technical configuration
 ☑ Manual Cranks 2pcs

 ☑ 5" Covered Castors 4pcs

 ☑ Foldable Side Rail 1set

 ☑ ABS Bed Ends with Safe Lock 1set

 ☑ IV Pole 1set

 ☑ IV Pole Prevision 4pcs

 ☑ Drainage Hook 2pcs

 ☑ Mattress Holder 2pcs

Back-rest 
adjustment

Knee-rest  
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SAIKAng MEDICAL

QUALITY CONTROL

Design
The design is both modern and 
practical.
The head and foot boards feature 
a beautiful and elegant shape. The 
use of a hollow protective wrap 
angle, combined with a barrel-
type bumper, makes the product 
instantly recognizable.

Plastic丨Painting
Environmental plastic can be 
sterilized at a temperature of 100°C 
and has a tensile strength of up to 
30MPa.
11 Process epoxy painting with 
a thickness of 0.12mm and a 
brightness of 60°, which is capable 
of resisting impacts of up to 50kg. 

Steels丨welding
Baosteel from Fortune global 500.
Panasonic Robotic ensure 360° full 
smooth welding.

SAIKAng medical, as a pioneer in the field of medical furniture, always choose branded suppliers strictly to ensure the 
safety and reliability of raw material. SAIKAng adopt robot welding, automatic epoxy coating. efficient assembly line, 
dedicated operator, rigorous quality control, only to guarantee SAIKAng's commitment on quality

Castors
5”covered casters.
PR material, walks 30KM with no wear and tear. Precision-designed anti-
winding shell with no screws.
Pass Dynamic test: withstand a weight of 120kg, walk 30KM, and pass 
through 500 obstacles without any deformation or damage.

Head & foot board
The head and foot boards feature "integrated protective corners" with 
hollow design, which are combined with barrel-type bumper wheels that 
have a diameter of 60mm. 
This design not only minimizes the overall space occupied by the bed but 
also provides protection. 
Additionally, the head and foot boards are effortless to disassemble and 
clean.

Accessories 
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Siderail
The guardrail is made of six-pole 
folding aluminum alloy, with 
stainless steel poles and a plastic 
handle.

Platform
Die punching bed board features a 
robot-welded surface that has been 
polished to perfection, leaving no 
welding scars. Bearing 200kg.

Hand Cranks
Two retractable hand cranks to 
control backrest and kneerest. The 
hand cranks remain intact after 
100,000 uses.

Mattress Retainer
The dual-function mattress 
retainer serves to not only prevents 
scratches on the bed frame's paint 
but also retrains the mattress to 
its place, and prevents mattress 
sliding.

Product video (scan / press QR code)

Drainage Hooks
Injection molded drainage hooks 
on both sides of the bed.

IV Pole
The infusion pole is made of 
stainless steel and has four plastic 
hooks that can bear up to 15 kg of 
weight.

Back-rest adjustment

75°
Knee-rest adjustment

40°
Safe working load

200kg
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